Statistical Characteristics and Environmental Conditions of the Warm-Season Severe Convective Events over North China
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Abstract: Based on severe weather reports, surface precipitation observations, surface routine observations, and the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts ERA5 reanalysis dataset during the warm seasons (May–September) of 2011–2018 over North China, this paper analyzes the statistical characteristics and environmental conditions of three types of severe convective events. Results are compared between events with different altitudes (i.e., mountains and plains), severities (i.e., ordinary and significant), and months. Hail and thunderstorm high winds (THWs) are more common over the mountains whereas short-duration heavy rainfall (SDHR) is more frequent over the plains. The occurrence frequency of severe convective events exhibits distinct monthly and diurnal variations. Analyses of the environmental parameters provide reference for the potential forecasting of severe convective events over this region. Specifically, the 850–500 hPa temperature lapse rate (LR85), pseudo-equivalent potential temperature at 500 hPa (thetase500), and precipitable water (PW) are skillful in distinguishing hail and THW environments from SDHR environments, and thetase500 is useful in discriminating between hail and THW environments. The convective environments over the plains are characterized by significantly higher (lower) PW (LR85) compared with mountains. The skill of these parameters in forecasting the severity of the convective hazards is limited. Probability distributions in the two parameters space indicate that the occurrence of significant hail requires both higher most unstable convective available potential energy (MUCAPE) and stronger 0–6 km bulk wind shear (SHR6) compared with ordinary hail. Compared with ordinary THWs, the significant THWs over the mountains depend more on the SHR6 whereas those over the plains rely more on the MUCAPE. The significant SDHR events over the plains tend to occur under a variety of instability conditions. The thermodynamic parameters (i.e., MUCAPE, thetase500, and downdraft convective available potential energy), and PW are significantly higher in July–August, whereas the LR85 and vertical wind shear are apparently higher in May, June and September.
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1. Introduction

According to the National Meteorological Center (NMC), China Meteorological Administration (CMA), severe convective weather refers to ≥ 5 mm hail, thunderstorm high...
winds (THWs) with wind speeds $\geq 17.2 \text{ m s}^{-1}$ or Beaufort scale 8, short-duration heavy rainfall (SDHR) with hourly precipitation $\geq 20 \text{ mm h}^{-1}$, and any tornado [1]. Severe convective events occur frequently over North China during the warm season [2-5] and pose a significant threat to life and property in this region. Forecasting severe convective events over North China is particularly challenging, because the storm activities are strongly affected by the complex underlying surfaces, which include mountains, plains, and the Bohai sea from northwest to southeast, as well as large metropolitan areas in the national capital of Beijing [6-9] (Figure 1).
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**Figure 1.** Topographic map (shading, units: km) with names of major landforms and cities/provinces over North China.

Currently, the potential prediction of severe convective weather is mainly based on pattern recognition and environmental parameter diagnosis. The latter is also recognized as an “ingredients-based” methodology, which considers the necessary ingredients for the initiation and development of severe convective storms. Since put forward, the “ingredients-based” methodology has been widely used in the forecasting operations [10-13]. Although the severe convective weather forecasting has experienced great improvements in recent years, the accurate forecasting of the type and severity of the severe convective weather remains challenging. An improvement in this regard requires knowledge of the climatology of different types of severe convective events as well as their associated environments. As a result, numerous studies have been carried out in this respect. For example, in the United States and Europe, the environmental conditions of tornadoes, hail, and wind gusts have been extensively analyzed and differentiated [14-24]. A lot of studies were also carried out in China [2,25-32]. For example, Tian et al. [33] found that the precipitable water (PW) discriminated the best between the environments of no precipitation, ordinary precipitation, and SDHR. The best convective available potential energy (i.e., the convective available potential energy of a parcel with the temperature, dew point temperature and pressure at the level where the equivalent temperature reached its highest in the 250-hPa layer above the surface) and vertical wind shear were unable to discriminate between precipitation with different severities. Yang et al. [30] analyzed the environmental conditions of THWs and nonsevere thunderstorms over South China. They found that THWs were generally associated with stronger baroclinity, instability, and dynamic forcing compared with nonsevere thunderstorms. Li et al. [2] suggested that the spatial distribution of the maximum hail diameter in China was associated with the East Asian summer monsoon: larger hail was mainly observed during the spring in South China in the presence of an upper-level jet and a low-level southwesterly flow ac-
counting for large SHR6 and PW, whereas smaller hail occurred mainly during the summer over North China when pronounced baroclinicity providing large convective available potential energy (CAPE) and PW, moderate deep-layer shear, and low freezing level height.

Over North China, previous investigations into the severe convective storm environments mainly focused on those associated with a particular type of severe convective hazard [25,29,34–37], and fewer studies have compared the environments between different types of severe weather events [26,38]. Moreover, as indicated in [37,39], the environmental conditions of the severe convective events over the mountainous and plain areas are significantly different. It has also been demonstrated that the environments associated with severe convective events vary with month [30,36,40] and event severity [2,22,41]. However, less attention has been paid in these regards in the previous studies over North China. Therefore, this study aims to address the following two topics: (a) the statistical characteristics of the severe convective events during the warm season over North China; (b) the thermodynamic, dynamic, and water vapor conditions associated with the severe convective events. Particularly, we pay attention to comparing the environments between three types of severe convective events (i.e., hail, THWs, and SDHR), as well as between events with different severities (i.e., ordinary and significant) occurring over different altitudes (i.e., mountains and plains) and months using environmental parameters. The ordinary category includes hail ≥ 5 mm but < 10 mm, THWs with wind speeds ≥ 17.2 m s\(^{-1}\) but <24 m s\(^{-1}\), and SDHR with hourly rainfall ≥ 20 mm h\(^{-1}\) but < 50 mm h\(^{-1}\), and the significant category includes hail ≥ 10 mm, THWs with wind speeds ≥ 24 m s\(^{-1}\), and SDHR with hourly rainfall ≥ 50 mm h\(^{-1}\) [42] (Table 1). The distinction between mountain and plain events are based on the station altitude using a threshold of 500 m. The forecasting skill of each environmental parameter is quantitatively assessed through significance tests, and the results are evaluated in terms of not only the statistical significance but also the meteorological significance. Besides, the environments under which various severe convective events are most likely to occur are analyzed in two-parameter spaces. These results will provide reference for the potential forecasting of severe convective events over North China.

### Table 1. Definition and classification (according to severity) of three types of severe convective events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hail</td>
<td>Diameter ≥ 5 mm</td>
<td>Ordinary</td>
<td>5 mm ≤ diameter &lt; 10 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Significant</td>
<td>Diameter ≥ 10 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thunderstorm high winds</td>
<td>Wind speeds ≥ 17.2 m s(^{-1})</td>
<td>Ordinary</td>
<td>17.2 m s(^{-1}) ≤ wind speeds &lt; 24 m s(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Significant</td>
<td>Wind speeds ≥ 24 m s(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-duration heavy rainfall</td>
<td>Hourly rain ≥ 20mm h(^{-1})</td>
<td>Ordinary</td>
<td>20 mm h(^{-1}) ≤ hourly rain &lt; 50 mm h(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Significant</td>
<td>Hourly rain ≥ 50 mm h(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2. Data and Methodology

In this study, we consider three types of severe convective events, namely, hail, THWs, and SDHR. Tornadoes are not considered due to their infrequent occurrences in China [43]. The three-hourly severe weather reports (SWRs), hourly surface precipitation observations, hourly surface routine observations, and the 0.25° × 0.25° hourly European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA5 reanalysis dataset [44] during the warm seasons (May–September) of 2011–2018 over North China are used. The North China region is defined as the region covering 35–45° N and 110–125° E (Figure 1). All observational data are obtained from the NMC, CMA. The SWRs dataset is used to obtain hail and THW events, and the precipitation observations are used to obtain SDHR events. The surface routine observations and the ERA5 reanalysis data are used to construct proximity soundings for the severe convective events. Since there is a distinct increase in the number of precipitation
stations in the study domain during the study period, the precipitation stations in 2011 are used in analyzing the statistical characteristics of the SDHR events (Figure 2a).

![Figure 2. Spatial distribution of the (a) precipitation stations in 2011 over North China in 0.25° × 0.25° grid boxes. (b) stations in the SWRs dataset during the warm seasons of 2011–2018 over North China. In panel (b), red circles (plus signs) indicate stations that have at least one occurrence of hail (THWs) during the study period, and the remaining stations are marked in black dots. Gray shadings represent topography.]

2.1. The SWRs Dataset

The SWRs dataset documents severe weather including thunder, high winds, hail, tornadoes, snow, glaze, and those that cause obstruction to visibility. The data have a time interval of 3 h, giving eight files per day. In each file, all severe weather that occur in the adjacent three-hour period are recorded. For example, a SWR file at 0200 Beijing Standard Time (BST, BST = UTC + 8 h) records all severe weather that occur during 0000–0259 BST. Information such as the station ID, location (longitude and latitude), time (hour and minute), weather phenomena, etc. is provided for each severe weather event. The wind speed and direction are provided for a high wind report, and the maximum hail diameter is provided for a hail report.

The high wind reports in the SWRs include not only the convectively generated winds, but also various kinds of nonconvective winds such as those that are related to cold air and those that are caused by topography. For example, the study by Chai et al. [36] showed that the high winds were more frequent in the northwest of Zhangjiakou city, Hebei province, owing to the funnelling effect associated with topography. Since we are interested only in those caused by severe convective storms, the method documented in [5] is used to select THWs from all high wind reports in the SWRs. According to the CMA, a new report is required if the magnitude of the severe weather is reinforced or a mistake is found in a previous report. When this is the case, the latest report is retained and the previous one(s) are removed. After these filters are applied, a total of 365 and 467 stations in the SWRs dataset are obtained, each of which has at least one occurrence of hail and THWs, respectively, during our study period and domain (Figure 2b).

2.2. Construction of Proximity Soundings

Due to the limited spatial and temporal resolution of observational soundings, a growing number of studies have employed reanalysis soundings in climatological storm environment studies [17,18,45–48]. However, it has been highlighted by some studies that biases are present in the boundary layer variables of reanalysis soundings [49–51]. Therefore, the present study uses a two-step procedure to construct proximity sound-
ings associated with the severe convective events: creating reanalysis soundings using the ERA5 reanalysis dataset, and correcting the low levels of the ERA5 soundings using surface observations.

The number of stations that perform precipitation observation is far greater than that perform hail and THW observations in the study area. To avoid great differences in the sample size of the three types of severe convective events, we use a total of 538 stations that have at least one occurrence of hail or THWs (i.e., the union of the 365 hail stations and 467 THW stations) for the environmental condition analysis in this study (note that all stations are used in the climatological characteristics analysis of the severe convective events). For each identified severe convective event, we associate it to the most recent hourly ERA5 sounding and surface observations prior to its occurrence. For example, any severe convective event during 1200–1259 BST is assigned with the ERA5 sounding and surface observations at 1200 BST. In the spatial sense, firstly, we determine an uncontaminated surface station for the severe convective event. To be specific, we start by identifying all surface stations in a $1^\circ \times 1^\circ$ box centered at the severe convective event that recorded zero precipitation in the preceding two hours. For example, for a severe convective event at 1230 BST, we select stations whose precipitation amounts are zero during 1000–1200 BST in the $1^\circ \times 1^\circ$ box. This is done by using the 1-hourly surface precipitation observations. Next, the nearest surface station to the severe convective event among all qualified stations from the last step is selected as the uncontaminated station. If no uncontaminated station is found for a severe convective event, the event is eliminated. Secondly, the ERA5 grid closest to and the observations at the uncontaminated surface station are used for the construction of proximity soundings. Specifically, variables including pressure, altitude, temperature, dew-point temperature, and horizontal wind at 32 pressure levels (i.e., all pressure levels from 1000 hPa to 10 hPa) at the identified ERA5 grid and time are used to construct ERA5 soundings. Layers with altitudes lower than the altitude of the uncontaminated surface station are removed. Then, observations at the uncontaminated surface station are used to correct the low levels of the ERA5 sounding [37,52,53]. It is worth noting that, ideally, ERA5 data on the model levels instead of isobaric levels should be used, since the vertical resolution of the former is markedly higher than the latter (i.e., 137 model levels vs. 37 pressure levels). Nevertheless, since the parameters used in this study do not rely heavily on the vertical resolution of the soundings as some parameters do (e.g., convective inhibition, [48,50]), the influence should be limited.

The three sounding categories (i.e., hail soundings, THW soundings, and SDHR soundings) are not exclusive. In a small number of cases when more than one type of severe convective event is recorded at a station during the 1-h window, the proximity soundings are included, respectively, in the corresponding severe weather types. We choose not to include these soundings in a new category mainly because of their small sample size. To avoid oversampling of the similar environments, all events in the same weather category are required to be 250 km or 6 h away from each other, as was done in [54] and similarly done in [17,55]. Since the occurrence frequency of the severe convective events varies significantly between mountains and plains, each of the three severe convective event categories is further divided into two groups—mountain and plain—to facilitate comparison of the environments over different altitudes. In addition, the environmental conditions of severe convective events with different severities in different months are also examined.

2.3. Parameter Computation

A variety of thermodynamic, dynamic and water vapor parameters are calculated using the proximity soundings based on the consideration of the key ingredients for the initiation and development of severe convective storms—conditional instability, boundary layer moisture, lifting mechanisms, and vertical wind shear [56,57]. Particularly, a total of seven parameters are presented in the paper (Table 2): most unstable CAPE (MUCAPE), downdraft CAPE (DCAPE), temperature lapse rate between 850 and 500 hPa (LR85),
pseudo-equivalent potential temperature at 500 hPa (thetase500), 0–3 km above ground level (AGL) bulk wind shear (SHR3), 0–6 km AGL bulk wind shear (SHR6), and PW below 300 hPa. The CAPE provides a good overall estimate of the atmospheric instability and is extensively used in convective activity forecasting. The DCAPE can be used as a rough estimate of the downdraft or cold pool strength [58], and is, therefore, a useful parameter for forecasting THWs. Temperature lapse rates between different vertical levels were frequently evaluated in previous storm environment studies to describe the atmospheric instability [24,40]. For the purpose of this study, the LR85 is used to evaluate the mid-level instability. As hail and THWs often occur in environments with cold and dry mid-levels [26,59], the thetase500 is examined to verify if the combination of the 500 hPa temperature and moisture shows skill in discriminating between various severe convective weather categories. The vertical wind shear has been found to be important for severe convective storms [54,57,60]. The present study analyzes both the low-level (i.e., 0–3 km) and deep-layer (i.e., 0–6 km) vertical wind shear. Finally, the humidity conditions are described by PW. The virtual temperature correction is applied in the calculation of thermodynamic variables [61]. The MUCAPE is calculated as the CAPE of the most buoyant parcel in the lowest 300 hPa [61]. The DCAPE is calculated by sinking the parcel with the minimum wet-bulb potential temperature below 500 hPa [58]. The SHR3 (SHR6) is calculated as the magnitude of the vector difference between the 10-m wind and the wind at 3 (6) km AGL.

Table 2. Parameters computed from proximity soundings in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter Description</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Most unstable convective available potential energy</td>
<td>MUCAPE</td>
<td>J kg$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downdraft convective available potential energy</td>
<td>DCAPE</td>
<td>J kg$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>850–500 hPa temperature lapse rate</td>
<td>LR85</td>
<td>K km$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo-equivalent potential temperature at 500 hPa</td>
<td>thetase500</td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–3 km above ground level bulk wind shear</td>
<td>SHR3</td>
<td>m s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–6 km above ground level bulk wind shear</td>
<td>SHR6</td>
<td>m s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitable water from the surface to 300 hPa</td>
<td>PW</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A simple quality control is then performed for all soundings based on the surface-based CAPE values to eliminate possibly nonrepresentative soundings, namely, soundings with the surface-based CAPE less than 50 J kg$^{-1}$ are removed. Similar restrictions frequently appear in storm environment studies [14,15,23,24,40]. After all these steps, the final dataset consists of 563 hail soundings, 572 THW soundings, and 2392 SDHR soundings. To assess the reliability of the corrected ERA5 soundings, we have compared the environmental parameters computed from ERA5 soundings and from radiosonde observations retrieved from the University of Wyoming [62] during the study period (figures not shown). The results suggest that there is generally good agreement between the observational soundings and ERA5 soundings. Larger differences are observed for MUCAPE, with the ERA5 soundings showing higher values than the observational soundings. This is understandable, because the calculation of CAPE is very sensitive to the temperature and humidity of the lifted air parcel.

In comparing the environmental parameters of different categories, significance tests are introduced to quantitatively determine if the differences between two categories are statistically significant. Specifically, the samples in each category are first checked for normalized distribution at the 95% confidence level. For two categories that are both normally distributed, a two-tailed t test is then performed to test the null hypothesis that the differences between the two independent sample means are zero. If one category is found to be nonnormal, then the nonparametric Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney test is applied [63], since this test does not require an assumed normal distribution.
3. Results
3.1. Spatial and Temporal Distributions of the Severe Convective Events

Figure 3 shows the spatial distribution of the occurrence frequencies of hail, THW, and SDHR events with different severities. The distribution reveals the pronounced impact of topography: hail and THWs frequently occur over the mountains (especially hail), whereas SDHR primarily occurs over the plains (Figure 3a,b). The majority of the hail events are observed in the north of Hebei province, the northeast of Shanxi province, and the middle of Inner Mongolia. The maximum hail frequency is located in the northwest of Hebei province. The distribution of THWs features a southwest–northeast oriented high frequency zone extending from the north of Shannxi province to the north of Hebei province. The maximum is located in the northeast of Shannxi. Compared with hail, THWs occur more frequently over the plains of southeast of Hebei. The SDHR events are most frequent in the middle of Shandong province, the south of Liaoning province, the Beijing–Tianjin–northeast Hebei region, and the boundary of Hebei and Shandong provinces. These characteristics agree with the findings of previous studies [3,5,29,64].

Figure 3. Spatial distribution of the occurrence frequencies of (a–c) all severe convective events, (d–f) ordinary (ord.) severe convective events, and (g–i) significant (sig.) severe convective events during the warm seasons of 2011–2018 over North China. Panels (a,d,g) represent hail events, (b,e,h) represent THW events, and (c,f,i) represent SDHR events. Gray shadings represent topography.
The spatial distribution of the ordinary category is similar to that of all severe convective events (Figure 3d–f). For the significant category (Figure 3g–i), significant hail is observed all over the domain with higher frequency mainly in Shannxi and Shanxi provinces. The greatest significant THW events is observed near Mount Tai, middle of Shandong province. The occurrence frequency of the significant SDHR is evidently lower in the western and northern parts of the study area, where high mountains and limited moisture are present. Over the plains, the significant SDHR events show a relatively uniform distribution with less pronounced maxima located in the east section of the boundary between Hebei and Shandong provinces, the southeast of Shanxi province, the south of Liaoning province, and Tianjin–southeast Beijing.

Figure 4 shows the spatial distribution of the occurrence frequencies of hail, THW, and SDHR events in each month. Hail frequency shows a distinct increase in June, especially over the north of Hebei (Figure 4a–e). From early summer to late summer (i.e., June–August), the area that is prone to hail threat shifts towards the northwest. Specifically, the high frequency region goes from the north of Hebei in June to the northwest of Hebei in July and further to Inner Mongolia in August. Hail occurrence decreases significantly in September.

For THW events, the distribution also exhibits a significant increase in June with the maximum occurrence frequency in the north of Hebei (Figure 4f–j). The spatial distribution shows a notable westward displacement from June to July with an increase in the boundary of Shannxi and Shanxi provinces and a sharp decrease in Hebei province. In August, the greatest frequency of THW events is observed in the middle and north of Shanxi province and the northeast of Shanxi province. The distribution pattern in September generally follows that in August with reduced frequency.

The SDHR events mainly occur in the south of the North China region and Liaoning province in May (Figure 4k–o). In June, the SDHR frequency over the study area increases with two maxima located in the middle and western parts of Shandong province and Beijing–Tianjin–northeast Hebei region, respectively. The SDHR events increase significantly in July, with a generally similar pattern as that in June. The distribution in August distinguishes from those in June and July in that the two maxima in June and July weaken greatly and a new maximum appears in the boundary of Hebei and Shandong provinces. Besides, the SDHR frequency in the south of Liaoning province increases considerably in August. In September, the occurrence frequency of SDHR over North China decreases significantly with a different spatial pattern from that of August. Two maxima are present in Tianjin and the northeast of Hebei province and the coastal area of Liaoning province, respectively.

Figure 5 shows the annual and monthly distributions of the occurrence frequencies of hail, THWs, and SDHR. Hail events occur frequently during 2013–2016 with the most in 2016 (Figure 5a). The greatest frequency of THW events occur in 2011, which are nearly four times as those in the year with the fewest THW events (i.e., year 2015; Figure 5b). The SDHR events occur most frequently in 2016. While the frequency of all three types of severe convective events are apparently higher in June–August compared with May and September, the occurrence frequencies of hail and THW events peak in June whereas that of SDHR events shows a later peak in July. Both THW and SDHR events occur least frequently in May, whereas hail events occur least frequently in September.
Figure 4 shows the spatial distribution of the occurrence frequencies of hail, THW, and SDHR events in each month. Hail frequency shows a distinct increase in June, especially over the north of Hebei (Figure 4a–e). From early summer to late summer (i.e., June–August), the area that is prone to hail threat shifts towards the northwest. Specifically, the high frequency region goes from the north of Hebei in June to the northwest of Hebei in July and further to Inner Mongolia in August. Hail occurrence decreases significantly in September.

**Figure 4.** Spatial distribution of the occurrence frequencies of all (a–e) hail, (f–j) THW, and (k–o) SDHR events in each of the five warm-season months during 2011–2018 over North China. Gray shadings represent topography.
Figure 5. Yearly and monthly distributions of the occurrence frequencies of all (a) hail, (b) THW, and (c) SDHR events during the warm seasons of 2011–2018 over North China.

The monthly variation of the occurrence frequencies of severe convective events with different altitudes and severities is further analyzed (Figure 6). Owing to the large difference in the station number over mountains and plains, the occurrence frequencies are normalized. That is, the number of hail and THW events over the mountains (plains) are divided by the station number in the SWR dataset over the mountains (plains), and the number of SDHR events over the mountains (plains) is divided by the station number in the precipitation data over the mountains (plains).
number in the precipitation data over the mountains (plains). For hail (Figure 6a), both ordinary and significant hail events occur more frequently over the mountains than over the plains in each month, except that the significant hail has a slightly higher frequency over the plains than over the mountains in May. All hail events, regardless of intensity and altitude, peak in June. Similar to hail, both ordinary and significant THWs are more frequent over the mountains than over the plains during the warm season, except that the significant THWs have a slightly higher frequency over the plains than over the mountains in May (Figure 6b). Less uniformity is present regarding the monthly variations of THW events with different altitudes and severities: both the occurrence frequencies of ordinary and significant THWs over the plains peak in June, which is in accordance with the monthly variation of the occurrence frequency of all THW events (Figure 5b). Over the mountains, however, the significant THWs are equally frequent in June and July while the ordinary THWs peak in July. For SDHR (Figure 6c), both ordinary and significant SDHR events occur more frequently over the plains than over the mountains in each month. All SDHR events, regardless of the intensity and altitude, peak in July.

Figure 6. Monthly variation of the normalized occurrence frequencies of (a) hail, (b) THW, and (c) SDHR events of varying altitudes and severities during the warm seasons of 2011–2018 over North China. Solid (dashed) lines represent severe convective events over the mountains (plains). Blue (red) lines represent ordinary (significant) events.

Figure 7 shows the diurnal variation of the occurrence frequencies of hail, THW, and SDHR events with different severities over different altitudes. For all severe convective events (i.e., the grey bars in Figure 7), hail and THWs frequencies increase significantly from 1200 BST and reach peaks at 1500–1600 and 1800–1900 BST, respectively. The diurnal peak of all SDHR events appears at 1600–1700 BST with a secondary peak at 0200–0300 BST. Diurnal variation of the events with different altitudes and severities demonstrates that
both the small and significant hail over the mountains peak at 1500–1600 BST, whereas those over the plains peak at 1600–1700 BST (Figure 7a). For THWs (Figure 7b), the greatest frequency of ordinary and significant THW events over the mountains are recorded at 1700–1800 and 1600–1700 BST, respectively, whereas all THW events over the plains occur most frequently at 1800–1900 BST.

As for SDHR (Figure 7c), the distribution of SDHR events over the mountains is characterized by a major peak at afternoon (1700–1800 and 1500–1600 BST for ordinary and significant SDHR events, respectively), whereas that of the SDHR events over the plains exhibits a bimodal pattern with a secondary peak at 0200–0300 BST. Previous studies [7,65] have also found that the storm activity over the North China plain mainly occurs at night, which is attributed to the propagation of convective storms from the mountains on the one hand, and the favorable nocturnal convection mechanisms related with the mountain-plains solenoid [65,66] and nocturnal jet on the other hand. Further examination of the SDHR events over the plains suggests that, compared with the ordinary SDHR events, the significant SDHR events over the plains are more inclined to occur at night as the major peak of the former shows up at 1600–1700 BST, whereas that of the latter appears at 1800–2200 BST. In short, the diurnal peak of the three severe convective events over the plains tends to appear at a later time compared with that over the mountains. This supports the results of previous studies [7,65], which showed that convection usually initiated over the mountains in the early afternoon and subsequently propagated toward the foothills and plains.

**Figure 7.** Same as Figure 6, but for the diurnal variation of the normalized occurrence frequencies of (a) hail, (b) THW, and (c) SDHR events. Grey bars represent the normalized total frequency of a particular type of event in each hour.
3.2. Environmental Parameters Associated with the Severe Convective Events

3.2.1. Severe Convective Events as Functions of Altitude and Severity

Figure 8 shows the box-and-whisker plots of seven environmental parameters associated with the severe convective events with different altitudes and severities. The boxes denote the interquartile ranges with the horizontal lines inside the boxes denoting the median values. The whiskers extend to the 95th and 5th percentiles. The significance test results of various paired categories are given in Tables S1–S3. It is readily seen that the number of pairings with significant differences (at the 95% confidence level) is the most for the comparison between three types of severe convective events (i.e., statistically significant differences are present for 34 paired categories out of 42 pairings), followed by the comparison between mountain and plain groups (22 pairings). Only 13 pairings show significant differences in the comparison between different severity groups of a particular type of severe convective event. This is logical, since the distinction between different severity categories is more challenging than that between different types of severe convective events, and the convective environments over the mountains and plains of North China have been shown to be different, especially in terms of the instability and moisture conditions [37,39].

Most of the parameters show skill in discriminating between the three types of severe convective events (Table S1). PW, thetase500, and SHR3 are discriminatory for all of the six pairings of the three types of severe convective events. SHR6 discriminates between various categories except for the THWs and SDHR pairing over the mountains. The SDHR (hail) events are associated with the highest (lowest) PW and thetase500 and the lowest (highest) vertical wind shear. The importance of abundant moisture in the atmosphere for the occurrence of SDHR has been demonstrated by studies [28,33], and the vertical wind shear has been found to be important for hail formation [54,60,67,68]. Over both mountains and plains, the DCAPE and LR85 of hail and THWs are significantly larger than those of SDHR, which supports the idea that hail and THWs often occur with mid-level cold and dry air invasion, leading to steeper mid-level temperature lapse rate (i.e., larger LR85) and enhanced evaporative cooling and negative buoyancy (i.e., larger DCAPE). However, DCAPE and LR85 are of limited use in discriminating between hail and THWs. MUCAPE, of the seven parameters discussed, shows the poorest discrimination between the three types of severe convective events, as it only distinguishes hail and THW environments from SDHR environments over the plains. It should be noted, however, that although the discrimination skill of various parameters is quantitatively evaluated by the significance tests, the meteorological significance of the results must be considered. For example, the differences of the MUCAPE between hail and SDHR events over the plains are significant at the 95% confidence level, but considerable overlap is observed between the interquartile ranges of the two distributions, which indicates that using MUCAPE as a discriminator for these two categories in operations is hardly feasible. In this sense, it may be concluded that LR85, thetase500, and PW are operationally useful in distinguishing hail and THW environments from SDHR environments over the plains. In a meteorologically significant sense,

A notable characteristic of the comparison between severe convective events over the mountains and plains is that, while all thermodynamic parameters except for DCAPE show discrimination skill for at least some pairings, wind shear parameters show no discrimination ability for almost all paired categories (Table S2). That is to say, although previous studies have demonstrated that the vertical wind shear associated with severe convective storms over the North China plains is larger than that over the mountains [37,39], our findings suggest that the differences are not significant. Of the four thermodynamic parameters that show skill in discriminating between mountain and plain severe convective environments, PW and LR85 appear to be more useful as they show discrimination for all six pairings. The MUCAPE is significantly larger over the plains than over the mountains for all categories except significant hail events. In a meteorologically significant sense,
the PW and LR85 are found to characterize the convective environments over mountains and plains, as the PW (LR85) is significantly higher (lower) over the plains than over the mountains.

Although the MUCAPE shows poor discrimination between the three types of severe convective events, it shows the greatest skill in discriminating between severe convective events with different severities (Table S3). The significant hail and significant SDHR events over the mountains, as well as the significant THW and significant SDHR events over the plains, are associated with considerably higher MUCAPE than their ordinary counterparts. No parameters show discrimination between ordinary and significant hail over the plains. Although the LR85 is skillful in discriminating between hail and THW events from SDHR events and in differentiating between mountain and plain environments, it is unable to forecast the severity of the convective events, as the LR85 distributions of the ordinary and significant events for all weather categories are very similar. When considering the meteorological significance, the MUCAPE, thetase500, and PW show skill in discriminating between the ordinary and significant SDHR events over the mountains, while no parameter but MUCAPE distinguishes ordinary THWs from significant THWs over the plains.

Figure 9 shows the probability distribution of the occurrence frequency of severe convective events with different altitudes and severities in the MUCAPE–SHR6 space. The distribution of ordinary hail events over the mountains concentrates in the weak to moderate MUCAPE (500–1500 J kg\(^{-1}\)) and weak to moderate SHR6 (8–20 m s\(^{-1}\)) space, with the maximum appeared at 1000–1500 J kg\(^{-1}\) MUCAPE and 8–12 m s\(^{-1}\) SHR6 (Figure 9a). The distribution of the significant hail events over the mountains shows an evident shift toward larger MUCAPE values with the maximum probability located at 1500–2500 J kg\(^{-1}\) MUCAPE and 12–20 m s\(^{-1}\) SHR6 (Figure 9d). The majority of the ordinary hail events over the plains are distributed in moderate MUCAPE (1000–2000 J kg\(^{-1}\)) regime, spanning a wide range of SHR6 values (4–24 m s\(^{-1}\); Figure 9g). Although the maximum probability is located in a weak SHR6 (8–12 m s\(^{-1}\)) regime, a second maximum appears in the moderate to high SHR6 (20–24 m s\(^{-1}\)) space. For significant hail events over the plains, the maximum probability is observed in high MUCAPE (2000–2500 J kg\(^{-1}\)) and strong SHR6 (20–24 m s\(^{-1}\)) environments (Figure 9j). These results indicate that the occurrence of significant hail requires the presence of both higher instability and stronger deep-layer shear compared with ordinary hail, regardless of the altitude. The significant hail over the plains is most likely to occur in environments with the highest instability and the strongest deep-layer shear, compared with other hail categories.

In the case of THWs, the majority of the ordinary and significant THWs over the mountains occur in similar MUCAPE environments (i.e., 500–2000 J kg\(^{-1}\)). However, the latter (8–20 m s\(^{-1}\)) is associated with stronger SHR6 than the former (4–16 m s\(^{-1}\); Figure 9b, e). Over the plains, the majority of the ordinary and significant THWs occur in similar SHR6 environments (i.e., 8–20 m s\(^{-1}\)), but the latter (2000–2500 J kg\(^{-1}\)) is associated with evidently higher MUCAPE than the former (500–2500 J kg\(^{-1}\); Figure 9h,k). It is, therefore, concluded that, for increased THWs severity, THW events over the mountains show more dependence on the deep-layer shear whereas those over the plains are more dependent on the MUCAPE.
events with different severities (Table S3). The significant hail and significant SDHR events over the mountains, as well as the significant THW and significant SDHR events over the plains, are associated with considerably higher MUCAPE than their ordinary counterparts. No parameters show discrimination between ordinary and significant THWs over the mountains, as well as between ordinary and significant hail over the plains. Although the LR85 is skillful in discriminating between hail and THW events from SDHR events and in differentiating between mountain and plain environments, it is unable to forecast the severity of the convective events, as the LR85 distributions of the ordinary and significant events for all weather categories are very similar. When considering the meteorological significance, the MUCAPE, thetase$_{500}$, and PW show skill in discriminating between the ordinary and significant SDHR events over the mountains, while no parameter but MUCAPE distinguishes ordinary THWs from significant THWs over the plains.

Figure 8. Box-and-whisker plots of the environmental parameters associated with three types of severe convective events with different severities over the (a,c,e,g,i,k,m) mountains and (b,d,f,h,j,l,n) plains. Hail, THW, SDHR events are indicated in red, blue, and green, respectively. The box-and-whiskers filled with grey denote all events in this category while those on the left (right) denote ordinary (significant) events. Parameters include: (a,b) MUCAPE, (c,d) DCAPE, (e,f) LR85, (g,h) thetase$_{500}$, (i,j) SHR3, (k,l) SHR6, and (m,n) PW. The 5th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 95th percentiles are shown.

As for SDHR, the majority of the ordinary SDHR events over the mountains occur in weak to moderate MUCAPE (500–2000 J kg$^{-1}$) and weak to moderate SHR6 (4–20 m s$^{-1}$) environments, with the maximum appeared at 500–1000 J kg$^{-1}$ MUCAPE and 8–12 m s$^{-1}$ SHR6 (Figure 9c). Due to its small sample size, it is hard to reach statistical conclusions for the significant SDHR category over the mountains (Figure 9f). The majority of the ordinary SDHR events over the plains are found in the same MUCAPE (i.e., 500–2000 J kg$^{-1}$) and a slightly lower SHR6 (4–16 m s$^{-1}$) regime compared with their mountain counterparts (Figure 9i). However, the maximum probability of the ordinary SDHR events over the plains (1500–2000 J kg$^{-1}$) is found in a significantly higher MUCAPE space than the ordinary SDHR events over the mountains (500–1000 J kg$^{-1}$). The distribution of the significant SDHR events over the plains is characterized by a wide range of MUCAPE
values (500–3000 J kg$^{-1}$) in weak to moderate SHR6 (8–16 m s$^{-1}$) space (Figure 9l), which suggests that these events occur in a variety of instability conditions. Comparison of the distribution of three types of severe events indicates that hail tends to occur in environments with the strongest deep-layer shear over both mountains and plains.

3.2.2. Severe Convective Events as Functions of Altitude and Month

We further analyze the distribution of the environmental parameters associated with the severe convective events with different altitudes and months (Figure 10). The results show the distinct seasonal variations of the environmental conditions. Over both mountains and plains, the thermodynamic parameters (i.e., MUCAPE, thetase500, and DACPE) and water vapor parameter (PW) have significantly larger values in July–August compared with other warm-season months, whereas the LR85 and wind shear parameters (i.e., SHR3 and SHR6) are apparently higher in May, June and September. Similar monthly variations were also reported in [21,25].

Specifically, over both mountains and plains, the MUCAPE for hail and THWs peaks in July whereas that for SDHR is slightly higher in August than in July (Figure 10a,b).
The DCAPE for hail and THW events are the highest in July, whereas that for SDHR is the highest in June (Figure 10c,d). The LR85 distributions for hail and THWs feature a decrease from May to August and an increase in September, whereas those for SDHR reaches the highest in June (Figure 10e,f). Except the fact that the thetase500 associated with the SDHR events over the mountains is slightly larger in August than in July, all categories have the greatest thetase500 in July (Figure 10g,h). The greatest SHR3 and SHR6 are found in May for all categories except THWs over the mountains, which are associated with the greatest SHR6 in September (Figure 10i–l). All categories have a July peak of PW, except for THW events over the mountains, which peak in August (Figure 10m,n).

![Figure 10](image-url)

**Figure 10.** Box-and-whisker plots of the environmental parameters associated with three types of severe convective events in different months over the (a,c,e,g,i,k,m) mountains and (b,d,f,h,j,l,n) plains. Hail, THW, SDHR events are indicated in red, blue, and green, respectively. Parameters include: (a,b) MUCAPE, (c,d) DCAPE, (e,f) LR85, (g,h) thetase500, (i,j) SHR3, (k,l) SHR6, and (m,n) PW.

Figures 11 and 12 show the probability distributions of severe convective events in each month in the MUCAPE–SHR6 space over mountains and plains, respectively. Hail events in June tend to occur in environments with larger SHR6 than those in July and August (Figure 11a,d,g,j,m; Figure 12a,d,g,j,m). This is more pronounced over the plains: while the majority of the hail events over the plains in July–August appear in the weak...
SHR6 (<12 m s\(^{-1}\)) space, those in June are concentrated in the moderate to high SHR6 (16–24 m s\(^{-1}\)) regime. By contrast, the hail events in July and August are associated with larger MUCAPE than those in June. Again, the characteristic is more distinct over the plains: while the high probability of hail events over the plains is confined in the MUCAPE regime of 1000–2500 J kg\(^{-1}\) in June, those in July and August show MUCAPE values extending from 1000 J kg\(^{-1}\) to large values of 4500 J kg\(^{-1}\) and 3000 J kg\(^{-1}\), respectively. These results indicate that hail events in North China, especially those in the North China plain, tend to occur in environments with notably stronger deep-layer shear in June and apparently higher instability in July–August, respectively.

As for THWs (Figure 11b,e,h,k,n; Figure 12b,e,h,k,n), the majority of the events in July and August over both mountains and plains occur in weak SHR6 (4–12 m s\(^{-1}\)) and moderate to strong MUCAPE (>1000 J kg\(^{-1}\)) environments (except that the THW events over the mountains in August are also relatively frequent in low MUCAPE environments of 500–1000 J kg\(^{-1}\)). In comparison, THW events in June are associated with larger SHR6 but smaller MUCAPE. For example, the THW events in June are concentrated in 8–16 m s\(^{-1}\) and 12–20 m s\(^{-1}\) SHR6 space over the mountains and plains, respectively, and more THW events occur in weak MUCAPE environments (MUCAPE < 1000 J kg\(^{-1}\)) in June compared with July and August.

For SDHR (Figure 11c,f,i,l,o; Figure 12c,f,i,l,o), the majority of the events in September over both mountains and plains are observed in small to moderate MUCAPE (<1500 J kg\(^{-1}\)) space, whereas those occur in May are associated with larger MUCAPE values. This is more pronounced over the plains, where the majority of the SDHR events in May are observed in moderate and strong MUCAPE space with the maximum appeared at MUCAPE of 2000–2500 J kg\(^{-1}\). Over both mountains and plains, the SDHR events in June are associated with the largest SHR6 and those in July are associated with the greatest MUCAPE.

Figure 11. Probability distribution of the occurrence frequencies of (a,d,g,j,m) hail, (b,e,h,k,n) THW, and (c,f,i,l,o) SDHR events in different months over the mountains in the paired MUCAPE–SHR6 space. Panels (a–c), (d–f), (g–i), (j–l), and (m–o) represent events that occur in May, June, July, August, and September, respectively. Black dots indicate the grid(s) with the maximum probability.
Panels (a–c), (d–f), (g–i), (j–l), and (m–o) represent hail events, (b,e,h,k,n) represent THW events, and (c,f,i,l,o) represent SDHR events. Panels (a–c), (d–f), (g–i), (j–l), and (m–o) represent events that occur in May, June, July, August, and September, respectively.

4. Conclusions

Using SWRs, surface precipitation observations, surface routine observations, and the ECMWF ERA5 reanalysis dataset during the warm seasons of 2011–2018 over North China, this work presents an eight-year climatology of three types of severe convective events (i.e., hail, THWs, and SDHR) over North China and their associated environmental conditions. Severe convective events are classified according to altitude, severity, and month to facilitate comparison of the statistical characteristics and environments between different categories. Our main findings are listed below.

Hail and THWs are more common over the mountains while SDHR events are more frequent over the plains. In June, the greatest frequency of both hail and THW events are found over the north of Hebei province. For hail, the distribution shifts gradually towards northwest during July–August. For THWs, the distribution shows a remarkable displacement toward the west in July and maintains a similar spatial pattern in August–September. The spatial distribution of the SDHR frequency is characterized by a maximum in the south of the North China region in May, two maxima in Shandong province and Beijing–Tianjin–northeast Hebei during July–August, and two maxima in the boundary of Hebei and Shandong and south Liaoning in August. The occurrence frequency of the severe convective events exhibits distinct annual and monthly variations. Both hail and THWs frequencies peak in June whereas SDHR frequency peaks in July. Further classification of the severe convective events reveals that the monthly variations of hail and SDHR events with different altitudes and severities are in line with those of the total events, whereas such an agreement is not found for THW events. The diurnal peaks of hail, THW, and SDHR frequencies appear at 1500–1600, 1800–1900, and 1600–1700 BST, respectively. The SDHR events over the plains also exhibit a secondary peak at 0200–0300 BST.
A total of 563 hail soundings, 572 THW soundings, and 2392 SDHR soundings are obtained to analyze the environmental conditions associated with the severe convective events. When considering both the statistical significance and operational significance, it is concluded that, the LR85, thetase500, and PW are skillful in distinguishing hail and THW environments from SDHR environments, and thetase500 is a useful parameter to discriminate between hail and THW environments. The convective environments over the plains are characterized by significantly higher (lower) PW (LR85) compared with mountains. By contrast, the abilities of the environmental parameters in forecasting the severity of the convective hazards are limited. The probability distributions in the MUCAPE–SHR6 space show that the occurrence of significant hail requires not only higher instability but also stronger deep-layer shear compared with ordinary hail, regardless of the altitude. For increased severity, THW events over the mountains show more dependence on the deep-layer shear whereas the THW events over the plains rely more on the instability. The significant SDHR events over the plains tend to occur in a variety of instability environments.

The thermodynamic parameters (i.e., MUCAPE, thetase500, and DCAPE), water vapor parameter (PW) are significantly higher in July and August compared with other warm-season months, whereas the LR85 and vertical wind shear are apparently higher in May, June and September. Probability distributions in the MUCAPE–SHR6 space suggest that hail events in North China, especially those in the North China plain, tend to occur in environments with evidently stronger deep-layer shear in June and arguably higher instability in July and August, respectively. Over both mountains and plains, THWs in July–August are more dependent on the instability conditions. Compared with other warm-season months, the SDHR events in June are associated with the largest SHR6 and those in July are associated with the greatest MUCAPE.

Undoubtedly, the spatiotemporal distribution of severe convective events as well as their associated environmental conditions are regulated by larger-scale (i.e., planetary and synoptic scale) systems. Further studies are needed to associate the statistical results with the atmospheric circulation pattern and its seasonal variations to better address the scientific issues.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/2073-4433/12/1/52/s1, Table S1: Significance test results of the environmental parameters for six paired categories at the 0.05 significance level according to the procedure described in Section 2. Categories are paired to test the significance of the differences between three types of severe convective events (i.e., hail, THWs, and SDHR). The letters “T” and “W” represent t tests and Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney tests, respectively. “95%” (“—”) indicates that the difference of the paired category is significant (not significant) at the 0.05 significance level, Table S2: Same as Table S1, but for the pairings of severe convective events over mountains and plains, Table S3: Same as Table S1, but for the pairings of ordinary and significant severe convective events.
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